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By BETSY MORRIS

EPPING, N.D.—On a recent subzero day at a rail station here on the plains, a
giant tank train stretches like a black belt across the horizon—as far as the eye
can see. Soon it will be filled to the brim with light, sweet crude oil and headed to a
refinery on Puget Sound. Another mile-long train will pull in right behind it, and
another after that.

Increasingly, scenes like this are being
played throughout the country. "Hot
Trains" dedicated to high-priority
customers like United Parcel Service
Inc. UPS -0.29%  roar across the
country to deliver everything from
microwaves to tennis shoes and
Amazon.com AMZN -1.50%  packages.
FedEx Corp., FDX -0.27%  known for

North America's major freight railroads are in the midst of a building boom unlike anything since the
industry's Gilded Age heyday in the 19th century. Betsy Morris reports. Photo: AP.

Brandon Thibodeaux for The Wall Street Journal

Containers are loaded onto a train at the BNSF
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its huge fleet of aircraft, is using more
trains, too.

Welcome to the revival of the Railroad Age. North America's major freight railroads
are in the midst of a building boom unlike anything since the industry's Gilded Age
heyday in the 19th century—this year pouring $14 billion into rail yards, refueling
stations, additional track. With enhanced speed and efficiency, rail is fast becoming
a dominant player in the nation's commercial transport system and a vital cog in its
economic recovery.

This time around, though, the expansion isn't
so much geographic—it is about a race to
make existing rail lines more efficient and
able to haul more and different types of
freight. Some of the railroads are building
massive new terminals that resemble inland
ports. They are turning their networks into
double-lane steel freeways to capture as
much as they can get of U.S. freight demand
that is projected to grow by half, to $27.5
billion by 2040, according to the U.S.
Department of Transportation. In some
cases, rail lines are increasing the heights of
mountain tunnels and raising bridges to
accommodate stacked containers. All told,
2013 stands to be the industry's third year in

a row of record capital spending—more than double the yearly outlays of $5.9
billion a decade ago.

And in a turnabout few could have imagined decades ago, rail is stealing share
from other types of commercial transport—most notably the trucking business,
which is waylaid by high fuel prices, overloaded highways, driver shortages and
regulations that are pushing up costs.

Transport by rail is also relatively cheap. Though rising, U.S. freight rail rates are
nearly half what they were three decades ago, according to the Association of
American Railroads. And those bargains are helping to make manufacturing in
North America cost effective again. Since 2007, more than $100 billion of foreign
direct investments have been made in Mexico, Robert Knight, Union Pacific 
UNP +0.00%  Chief Financial Officer, told analysts at a recent conference. He

expects annual production of 2.7 million vehicles in that country to increase by
another million by 2015.

"We wouldn't have as many companies considering moving back to the U.S. or
near-shoring," if not for rail, says Yossi Sheffi, Professor of Engineering Systems
at MIT and director of its Center for Transportation and Logistics. "Some of it is the
cheaper energy. But we could not be moving the oil around without rail. We could
not have the huge amount of imports without the rail."

A confluence of other factors is
advancing the trend. The energy boom,
for instance, is reviving industries like
steel and chemicals. Higher labor and
transportation costs in parts of Asia are

facility in Fort Worth.
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triggering a surge in sourcing from
nearby.

"All those things have put the railroads
into a great sweet spot for what's next
in this economy," says Matthew K.
Rose, chief executive officer of BNSF
Railway. "Nobody wants to miss out."

BNSF, purchased by Warren Buffett's
Berkshire Hathaway Inc. BRKB -1.20%

in 2010, is investing $4.1 billion on a
list that includes locomotives, freight
cars, a giant terminal southwest of
Kansas City and new track and
equipment for its oil-related business in
the Bakken shale region of North
Dakota and Montana.

Union Pacific Corp. is spending $3.6
billion on a giant terminal near Santa
Teresa, N.M. It is designing a new
$400 million-$500 million bridge over
the Mississippi at Clinton, Iowa, to
replace an old drawbridge that
routinely delays trains for hours at a
time. It will double some track in
Louisiana and Texas and expand rail
yards there and in Arkansas to provide
more capacity to chemical customers
such as Dow Chemical Co. 
DOW -1.69%  and Exxon Mobil Corp. 

XOM -1.02%

CSX Corp. CSX -0.30%  will spend $2.3 billion partly to finish the first phase of a
multiyear project, raising highway bridges, enlarging mountain tunnels and clearing
some 40-odd obstacles to make enough space to accommodate double-decker
containers all the way from the Midwest to the mid-Atlantic ports.

Kansas City Southern Railway Co. will spend $515 million. "We're a growth
railroad," David Starling, its chief executive, told a securities analyst who
questioned the expenditure in January. "The worst thing this team wants to be
accused of is having some service deterioration because we didn't have the
foresight to spend the money."

Passenger rail is undergoing something of a renaissance, too. It was the
passenger business that nearly killed the freight business in the 1960s and 1970s.
Part of the legislation designed to save the railroads in the 1970s allowed them to
shed the passenger business. Lately, the Obama administration has invested

Brandon Thibodeaux for The Wall Street Journal

Trucks, which compete with trains, haul loads to
the facility, below.

Enlarge Image

Brandon Thibodeaux for The Wall Street Journal

A ground man climbs onto a car as containers
are loaded onto a train at the BNSF Intermodal
Facility.

Enlarge Image

The luxury Feather River railroad car is reserved
for top executives of the Union Pacific, the biggest
freight hauler in the country. WSJ's Barry Newman
got a peek inside.
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trains and railroads.

Off the Beaten Track, Railroad Buffs Get
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Belgian Train Museum Had a Hard Time
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Shhh! 'Quiet Cars' Turn Commuters Into
Librarians (3/1/13)

New Era Dawns for Rail Building (2/13/08)

nearly $12 billion in passenger rail, according to the Department of Transportation,
that has been used to fund 152 projects in 32 states.

Trains may seem like relics of a bygone era. Not so. Steeled by a near-death
experience in the 1970s—when many railroads filed for bankruptcy and braced for
the threat of a government takeover—the railroads instead were largely
deregulated. The survivors fought hard. They squeezed capacity, resolved labor
issues, swallowed up weaker players and rebuilt. By the time rail's prospects
began to brighten a decade ago, the executives were "a much younger, more IT,
more metric-minded group," says William Galligan, vice president of investor
relations at Kansas City Southern KSU +0.09%  . "They had a whole new view
toward how you run a railroad."

On long distances, trains have been
cheaper than trucks for decades. They
can move one ton about 500 miles on
one gallon of fuel, which makes them
three to four times more fuel efficient.
Yet they were notoriously unreliable. In
logistics, trucks and planes typically
arrived on time. Trains, conversely,
were known as "the black hole of rail,"
says Prof. Sheffi. Eight years ago, he
says he waited a full month for a train
to deliver a new car from Ohio to
Boston.

Curtis Whalen, an executive director of
the American Trucking Associations,
says trucks "compete in all various
modes and we have some
advantages." Trucks, he says, are still

generally more reliable [than trains]," he says. "Our [data] shows that our truck
transportation numbers are not going to be diminished by rail over any kind of time
period."

In the past decade, though, under pressure from customers like UPS, trains have
become more dependable. UPS "trained us in what it means to perform to their
very high standards," says Mr. Rose at BNSF. "I'm sure there were many times
they were very frustrated."

"I don't know if we're the largest customer [of the railroads] but I would tell you
we're certainly the most demanding," says Ken Buenker, a vice president in UPS's
Corporate Transportation Group. UPS's goal is an on-time arrival rate of 99.5%, he
says. "So think about how much you risk with a train." One breakdown could delay
many deliveries.

Railroads used technology and strategy to tackle such problems. They used
sensors to detect mechanical issues before they caused delays. They developed
their own version of the airline "hub and spoke system" and organized shipments
in trains all bound for the same destination. The latter move eliminated the time-
and labor-wasting stops to break trains apart and reset them. It also paved the way
for longer and speedier itineraries. Railroads "are always talking about efficiency
and speed," says Mr. Buenker. "The velocity of the network is really key for them."

Daniel Machalaba
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Railroads, though, can't be entirely
sure of clear track ahead. "There are
certainly things that concern us," says
Union Pacific Corp.'s chief executive,
Jack Koraleski, like juggling capital
investments with return to shareholders
amid constant concerns about
regulation that might tie their hands.
Some shippers protest increased rail
rates, saying they result from lack of

competition. They are urging the Surface Transportation Board to act, and the
board is studying the issue. Rail executives say their rates are market-based—just
like their customers' are.

Tom Sangalli, director of the Container Store Inc.'s logistics and transportation,
used to rely on trucks. He had begun testing rail two years ago, concerned that
trucks were breaking down and missing important store delivery schedules. Trains,
he thought, might offer a few advantages. Instead, he found many. Rail, he says,
cut his transportation costs by 20% on average. On problem routes, the cuts were
about 40%. He says he has also reduced his 46-cent a mile fuel surcharge by half,
and his company's carbon footprint by 40%.

Importantly, Mr. Sangalli's deliveries arrive on time. "I know as soon as I hand it off
to BNSF it'll arrive in three days," he says. Now, when Container Store opens a
new store, he says, "the first thing we look at is can we get to it on rail?"

Mr. Whalen, of the trucking associations, says he is "unaware of any data or
reports that show that rail beats trucks" when it comes to on-time deliveries. "At
the end of the trip, you still normally use a truck," he says. "Rails just don't go
everywhere."

In the U.S. oil boom, rail's new attitude has made it both a preferred mode of
transport—and also an instrument of arbitrage. When oil began flowing in North
Dakota, BNSF was perfectly situated. Its Burlington Northern Line from
Minneapolis-St. Paul to Puget Sound cuts diagonally northwest through 16 of the
19 top oil-producing counties in North Dakota, then parallels the Canadian border
through five of the six top-producing oil counties in Montana. Until several years
ago, though, it was mostly a high-speed route for loads like lumber from the
Northwest and grain from the Great Plains.

Then, in 2009, BNSF's Mr. Rose had
dinner with EOG Resources Inc.'s 
EOG +1.25%  chief executive officer,

Mark Papa, at the Four Seasons in
Houston. Mr. Papa said he had a new
technology that was going to produce
oil, but "he didn't have a way to get it
out of North Dakota," Mr. Rose recalls.
There wouldn't be enough pipeline
capacity.

Oil nearly always travels below ground
—by pipeline. Unlike pipelines, which
travel between two fixed points, trains

Enlarge Image

Enlarge Image
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can transport the oil in many more
directions. They also let producers go where the demand is—taking advantage of
spreads of as much as $25 a barrel in markets pipelines can't reach.

Until recently, "crude by rail" was just an experiment. But by November, big oil
players had carved out a plan here, dooming a new pipeline project in favor of a
dozen rail-loading sheds. By year's end, more oil was moving out of North Dakota
by rail than by pipeline.

BNSF had hauled its own fuel, "but nothing of this magnitude," Mr. Rose recalls.

The railroad had to set up a network to handle the new business. "If we do it,
we've got to do it in long unit trains to be able to compete with the pipelines, and
we've also got to build big loop tracks into your facilities to get trains in and out in
an efficient manner," he told early customers. "All along, we talked amongst
ourselves: is this a short-term deal or a long-term deal," he recalls. He was
dubious.

But EOG's interest attracted other producers, who began leasing tank cars, buying
land and putting up rail loading buildings. As a modern-day gold rush unfolded,
BNSF added track, replaced rail, upgraded signals and hired hundreds of new
employees. BNSF expects to increase daily crude oil shipments this year to
700,000 barrels from 500,000 at the end of last year, says Mr. Rose.

On a recent winter day near Minot, N.D., BNSF crews worked feverishly, despite
numbing minus-23 degree temperatures, to repair frozen parts that were jamming
the brakes of eight tank cars. Their hands were cold despite gloves, but nobody
wasted time to warm them. They wanted to get the tank cars back online. They
were in a race against OPEC, China, Brazil. They were part of the new pipeline.

Write to Betsy Morris at betsy.morris@wsj.com

A version of this article appeared March 27, 2013, on page A1 in the U.S. edition of The Wall Street
Journal, with the headline: Boom Times on the Tracks: Rail Capacity, Spending Soar.
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